According to the Finnish radio's news press review only, the papers had commented so far and were unfavorable on the proposal of 26 Social Democratic Diet deputies to extend the war guilt law to "include all those who were in responsible positions who took part in planning, preparation, commencement and execution of the war against USSR and Britain." While keeping this group for lack of "political far-sightedness and tactical wisdom," the proposal was quoted as asserting "it cannot be considered fair play in any way...to place the men of 1939 in the same group as those who are now sitting on the bench of the accused." From HEIKO SARVIAINEN, the Finnish radio selected for broadcast the following quote: "No matter what the intentions of the proposal are, the means employed to carry them out do not conform to the Finnish sense of fair play" (see S-II).

SUOMEN SOCIALIDEMOKRAATI was quoted as speculating on Finland's prospects at the forthcoming conference of foreign ministers in London (30-05-18).